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College Plans for 83rd Commencement

Trustees Approve List For Honorary Degrees

The list of nominations made by the Faculty Committee on Honorary Degrees was passed by the Faculty and was acted upon by the Board of Trustees. Those who will receive honorary degrees at commencement are as follows:

For the Degree of Doctor of Laws, to the following: Professor William Alexander, Professor of Marketing, Graduate School of Business, Columbia University. Professor Mead was graduated from the College of Wooster in the class of 1910 and received his Ph.D. degree from the University of Chicago in 1917. The author of many articles and books in his professional field, he has served as chairman of the Committee of American Institute of Banking, as President of the American Institute of Banking and as Director of the American Institute of Banking and as Director of the National Civil Rights Commission. Was President of the American Institute of Banking and as Director of the Wooster Alumni Association, 1935-39.

For the Degree of Doctor of Divinity (D.D.), to the following: Mrs. Elizabeth Drummond, First President of the Wooster State College, President Emeritus of the Presbyteri...
We Give Our Thanks

The campus wheels, big and small, are rolling over the last few bumpy miles of the road which was another year at Wooster. It has been a memorable year in all fields on the hill with many wonderful highlights, and the reason for it is simple. A lot of people have done a lot of work in planning, preparing, and carrying out the numerous events that will make '55 on the campus a pleasant memory. It would be impossible to mention the names of all of the people and organizations on campus which have made this year what it has been. Without their help and advice mention is just the orchestral and, to whom we give our thanks.

Among those who have contributed are Mark Allan and John Kain for their leadership of the Student Senate, the SCR, and the MA respectively.

Every student contributed to the Wooster Color Day guidelines. To Mike Dicks, who held a fresh new breath to the campus social life, Ed Jeffries, who prepared the dances. To Jean Coulson and a talented group of women who were the social backbone of the Hill.

To half of the boys for setting off events on the Student Senate and in behalf of the NSA. To the many music majors who have added more original numbers to the hill.

 Especially to George Buckbee and Carol Sellock for their memorable choral program.

There have been many newsmen on the faculty who have helped to make the year a successful one. We certainly must include J. Fred Chestnut for his skillful cartoons, Dicky Bryan for his sense of rhythm, Arnie Dale for his sense of humor and Mildred Lockard for her quiet persistence.

To all of these whom we know about and to many, many more whom we know nothing about, we wish to say...any campus undertaking, go our hearty thanks for jobs well done along with the hope that their loads will be shared more and more in the year to come.

R.S.

Confections on Color Day

Edward W. Zietlow

The 4th Color Day will go down in Wooster history as one of the finest. The weather on Sunday and Monday brought to the campus thousands of students and alumni who could not have been more inspiring. The congratulations of the College regent go to all students who participated in this splendid weekend, events which will long be remembered by Wooster students as an epoch before our public and a source of fine possibilities.

For most of the Color Day period, the Student Senate has been the guiding hand for the successful disturbance of the reader body, by both increasing student morale and students and their parents because the looting of the holiday is able to hope that we will always remain fixed in this high place.

In 1953 the Color Day will be observed, in many ways it always will be observed with enthusiasm by all who will be interested for the event. The pageant started the day's activities well, or so it seemed.

Not many colleges have so grand a tradition nor has one which is so much outstanding. Never colleges have so grand a tradition nor has one which is so much outstanding. Never colleges have so grand a tradition nor has one which is so much outstanding. Never colleges have so grand a tradition nor has one which is so much outstanding.

Let us all our part to make the 9th Color Day a truly notable event in Wooster's history.

JOHN D. MAGEE

Ditto

Don Alder:

I would like to take this opportunity, via the VOICE, to express a word of thanks to the graduating seniors of the Class of 1953 and some of the Class of 1954.

I believe that the pageant this year was one of the best that has come along in a few years. Many seniors and juniors who went and directed in this year, should certainly be congratulated for a fine job. "The Tyrant from the Hill" was excellently done. Many seniors and juniors who went and directed in this year, should certainly be congratulated for a fine job. "The Tyrant from the Hill" was excellently done.

As May, Anderson, Hayward End Careers
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